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ABSTRACT 
Due to the progressive development of the society and the role of the tourism 
industry makes the public buildings of the hotels more important and more expanding. 
Because of the long history of the hotel architecture and the development of the form 
continuously, people classify the hotels into various types and there are a lot of 
different forms. 
The human society today has improved its life style. They are looking for more 
spiritual happiness. Therefore, the demand of the hot ls they wish is not only for 
pleasure or staying overnight, but also for absorbing the local culture or the 
outstanding identity including the concept of those hotels. This demand leads the 
architects to present the new structure of the hotel. It is called “Themed Hotel” 
Chiang Mai City is an ancient city with a long history. It has a lot of beautiful 
scenery and historical places which have outstanding architecture and attract the 
tourists to visit Chiang Mai. We can infer that Themed Hotel has brought the local 
culture to present to the tourists and this type of hotel is very interesting to the tourism 
industry. 
The first part of this research is about the definitio  of the words and the origin 
of the hotel. After that it  introduces the meaning and the significance of the Themed 
Hotel and its evolution in Thailand, China and other countries. Then, it introduces the 
factors including the significant characters of thelocal environment and it introduces 
the analysis of the architecture which influences from the local environment. 
There are four parts in the research. The first part is introducing Chiang Mai in 
brief such as its history, the climate, the environme t, the tourism and the architecture. 
The second part is about studying on the selecting the main theme of Themed Hotel in 
Chiang Mai . The third part is about studying on the exploring the Themed Hotel 
which has self-outstanding identity. The last part of he research is about studying on 
the analysis of taking the factors of the local 
environment to create the Themed Hotel by starting with taking the Regional 
materials and colors the structure of the local buildings, the space of the buildings and 
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the local culture to create the Themed Hotel. Moreover, it is about studying on 
the idea and the methods of taking the factors of the local environment to apply with 
the universal style. The last chapter of the research is the conclusion and the main 
point of the Themed Hotel in Chiang Mai that uses the factors of the local 
environment to create the hotel. 
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面飞速发展，根据清迈政府的统计年鉴，全清迈地区的星级酒店从 2008 年的 402
家增长到了 2009 年的 416 家，共有 25,870 间客房，客人的入住率在 2008 年达
到 45％，在 2009 年增长率为 47％
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① 泰国北部酒店协会 สมาคมโรงแรมไทยภาคเหนือ，2009 年 
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